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In 2011, the UK government mandated that, by March 2016, all public-sector construction projects would be undertaken within a three-dimensional building information model (BIM) environment. This has caused both construction procurers and providers to embark on a journey towards universal BIM adoption, including the integration of BIM within a revised construction process. In addition, off-site construction has seen significant development in the building sector in the past decade; however, in infrastructure, off-site construction exploitation has been more limited. This paper presents findings from UK-focused research into how innovation initiatives such as BIM and off-site construction can and need to be considered together, thus allowing leaner design, a greater integration of lifetime project data and more novel technical solutions. Key themes that emerged from the thematic analysis of the interviews show the importance of configuration and interface management; information data flow; project management and delivery; procurement and contracts. The analysis outlines the benefits of utilising off-site construction within a BIM environment, the challenges currently facing the supply chain, and recommendations are made as to how best to implement the emergent benefits.

1. Introduction

Improving efficiency in construction has been on the agenda of the UK government and industry for many years (Wolstenholme, 2009); various attempts and initiatives have been documented, addressing different aspects of the construction industry (Wolstenholme, 2009). Recent initiatives – including building information modelling (BIM), lean construction and off-site construction – aim to reduce costs through improved resources and enhanced data management (Vernikos et al., 2011) with BIM becoming increasingly applied within UK construction in recent years. BIM implementation is occurring by means of a ‘push–pull’ process with BIM slowly embedded in various forms and methods in many current construction projects (NBS National BIM Library, 2013). The UK government wants to achieve a 20% saving in construction costs and aims to implement BIM in all government construction procurement contracts by 2016 (Morrell, 2011), with the expectation that it will contribute to the savings target. Many would consider this target to be a real challenge if achieved solely through the implementation of a single innovative initiative in such a short time.

Research literature (Bew and Underwood, 2010; Blismas et al., 2005; Goodier and Gibb, 2007; Larsson and Simonsson, 2012; Nadim and Goulding, 2010; Venables et al., 2004; Wix, 1997) and industry reports (McGraw Hill Construction, 2010, 2011; Miles and Whitehouse, 2013; NBS National BIM Library, 2013) analyse barriers, drivers, implementation techniques and case studies for both BIM and off-site construction. The civil engineering sector is moving towards multi-dimensional object-oriented design in a similar way to the building sector. Many believe that this will inherently encourage the production of ‘objects’ designed for manufacturing, especially if data can be sent directly to the fabricators. Construction is a ‘low information intensity’ industry compared with banking or finance (Hu and Quan, 2005). Nevertheless, civil structures are complex entities formed by various sub-systems and diverse components, many often of unique design. The continued reliance of the civil engineering industry on paper-based drawings as a means of recording designs and fabrication data is inhibiting off-site construction innovation.

Theoretically, with the ‘digitalisation’ of construction data it is expected that advanced automation in design, manufacturing and erection through BIM will increase off-site construction (Eastman and Sacks, 2008). BIM is the technology that allows construction data to be ‘machine readable’ and components to
be manufactured without human intervention (Eastman and Sacks, 2008). The aim of this paper is to assess how BIM affects the realisation of off-site construction in civil engineering, particularly in the UK. Additional objectives are to analyse the current status of BIM development and to investigate how current industry leaders perceive the relationship between BIM and off-site construction for infrastructure.

2. Methodology

Grounded theory was applied in this research to allow for insights into investigating the emerging industry processes, while avoiding the adjusting or steering of data towards previous theoretical frameworks. It focused on a phenomenological approach and deductive-derived theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). Unlike other qualitative approaches, grounded theory begins by focusing on the conceptual scheme in a contextual way, avoiding any predetermined theory (Cassell and Symons, 2004). If any other method was adopted the theoretical framework would have constrained the research. Grounded theory allows for the hypotheses to be created after the data have been analysed (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). As the topic had not yet been researched, the hypothesis was not developed initially. The adoption of grounded theory also limited research bias. This investigation did not intend to focus on a distinct area, but rather to allow the research to unravel through a continuous comparative analysis of incoming data that enabled a conceptual development. The data collection period lasted 6 months and data were considered sufficient when ‘theoretical saturation’ occurred (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). The conceptual theory was initially established through a series of discussions with industry experts.

When the exact research question was identified, a thorough and focussed literature review was undertaken, including published research, industry reports and government regulations. Twelve semi-structured interviews were conducted with specialists for implementing BIM, representing leading UK construction contractors and consultants, global software vendors, UK engineering industry institutions and the UK government. The interviews were analysed thematically in six emergent areas: configuration management; construction management; scheduling and planning; interface management and information data flow; procurement and contract; object-oriented design; and modelling. These themes emerged from the data, rather than being preconceived from the literature, as part of the overall ‘thematic analysis’.

As the research considers data from the UK’s largest consulting and contracting firms, the findings may apply predominantly to larger corporate firms. Methodological limitations are acknowledged as SMEs and suppliers were not included in the data collection process.

3. Findings

Many organisations, academic and industry experts have attempted to define BIM and off-site construction during the past decade. For this research, 12 experts first explained what each term meant to their organisation. BIM was seen by all as a platform for communication and collaboration. Furthermore, although the focus is on data and information, attention is drawn to the way the design or modelling processes are managed and controlled (Figure 1). Recurring terms such as ‘correct’ or ‘improve’ show a positive attitude and enthusiasm towards this innovation. To summarise, BIM is therefore an umbrella term for object-oriented modelling that relates to both vertical (i.e. buildings) and horizontal (i.e. railway, highways etc.) infrastructure, where the objects have extended attributes that can be leveraged to understand the content of a design and allow for a consistent platform of communication throughout the supply chain.

Off-site construction definitions were more diverse and sometimes contradictory (Figure 2). Contractors saw off-site construction as a construction process, where components are fabricated in a factory or somewhere near to site and then transported to site for installation. For consultants, off-site construction is more of a means to achieve increased efficiency where products, either bespoke or from a catalogue, are manufactured in a controlled factory environment and assembled on site. There was confusion between the terms standardisation, prefabrication and preassembly.

3.1 Previous government initiatives

Although off-site construction has been promoted by the UK government for generations, albeit using different terms such as prefabrication (Murray and Langford, 2008), the focus on high-powered information and communications technology has been somewhat more recent. In 2002, The Department for Trade and Industry (DTI) combined with the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council to develop a programme of works, the innovative manufacturing initiative (IMI). The IMI funded a theme called meeting clients needs through standardisation, which orchestrated a group of focused calls for research programmes. The last two programmes funded predominately by the DTI’s partners in technology programme

Figure 1. Key words from research participants’ BIM definitions (Wordle, 2013). The size of the words above reflects their recurrence in the definitions discussed
(currently known as Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS)) were Avanti and PrOSPa. Avanti’s core aim was to investigate and encourage collaboration through the use of computer aided design by arguing that managing information databases was more efficient than managing ‘drawings in a cabinet’ (Construction Project Information Committee, 2007). Avanti supported early access to information from all parties of the supply chain and work protocols, promoting improved communication and common information models, and was a stepping stone on the way to the current government BIM initiative. PrOSPa aimed to encourage off-site construction solutions across the construction sector (Goodier and Gibb, 2007). PrOSPa was the predecessor to the industry-focused organisation Buildoffsite (www.buildoffsite.com).

Both the Avanti and PrOSPa programmes focused their work predominately on the building sector rather than civil engineering. Despite the downturn in the current financial situation in the UK, off-site construction is employed in many large-scale building projects varying from hotels and hospitals to prisons and student accommodation. Certain aspects, such as precast concrete elements, have also been widely employed in the civil engineering sector, but other applications have had little deployment (Gibb, 2001; Goodier and Pan, 2010) and this view was supported by the interviewees in this current survey. Some claimed that the civil engineering sector ‘thinks less of their process and data possibly due to the size and duration of the projects’ while others debated the reasons for differences. In the building sector, learning from project comparison is less challenging as, for example, the cost of a functional breakdown and the cost of a system from one project to another can be analysed. However, in civil engineering, because of the nature of the work, which is often broken down in different ways and assigned to different subcontractors on site, it is more difficult to compare on either a project-by-project or a contractor-by-contractor basis. Some consultants claimed that off-site construction was easier to develop for the building sector due to ‘object libraries’ and ‘catalogues of components’, reflecting the repetition in the construction.

Most participants agreed that the building sector is currently leading in implementation of BIM and off-site construction. The main reason was that the software available is more focused on vertical construction. Software providers claimed ‘the building sector has instant gratification from BIM and it is less challenging compared to horizontal infrastructure where segmenting the model is a complex process’. Consultants argued that despite software for the building sector being ‘more mature’ the real challenges occurred when large geographical areas demand the combined utilisation of geographic information systems and BIM. Government experts claim that less research on processes and data transfers is undertaken by the civil engineering sector, which ‘lacks comprehensive data systems, such as industry foundation classes (IFCs)’. Although most firms contributing to this research are involved in large-scale infrastructure projects, only one participant claimed that ‘some key civil projects (i.e. Crossrail) are using much more superior BIM techniques than any building project’ (Figure 3). To conclude, there was support for the view that the building sector was utilising BIM on a wider scale and was more aware of BIM processes (NBS National BIM Library, 2013), notwithstanding, in civil engineering there were some best practice examples demonstrating the applicability of BIM within a complex infrastructure environment.

All participants agreed that consultants used to lead the way in BIM technologies and methods, ‘starting from a position of strength’, predominately because of ‘their familiarity with the visual aspect of the software and the rapid production of drawings’. During the last few years, contractors have been accelerating their BIM awareness, using it as an opportunity to achieve greater savings. In addition, UK government is a main client of UK contractors and they are being ‘forced into rapid BIM implementation’ to maintain a competitive advantage. Nevertheless, consultants interviewed claim that contractors use BIM to focus more on the detailed design and the construction phases of the project and less on the operational and the maintenance phases. The UK government representative who was interviewed highlighted the importance of BIM for the life
cycle of the project and claimed that the benefits of BIM in the design and construction phases are minimal in comparison.

4. Discussion
Considering BIM’s effects on off-site construction, most participants thought that, by the UK government mandating BIM by 2016, the usage of off-site construction in the civil engineering sector would increase. Some were very enthusiastic, claiming that off-site construction is the missing link without which there are no easy mechanisms to ensure that design intent is translated into a fabrication intent that is manufactured effectively. In addition, it was claimed that only through BIM ‘one that designs precise digital objects can then fabricate them in factory conditions’. Others were more cautious, stating that there are many parameters that determine where and how to use off-site construction but ‘BIM helps designers take into account all these factors and make a more informed decision’. Notwithstanding, it was made clear that success depends on where and how to use off-site construction because ‘BIM helps designers take into account all these factors and make a more informed decision’. Notwithstanding, it was made clear that success depends on how organisations implement BIM and off-site construction in the model they operate. Despite the opinion of most participants that BIM will positively affect off-site construction, one consultant claimed that BIM neither enables nor hinders off-site construction because BIM applies equally to on- and off-site construction work. The consultant believed that, ‘off-site construction is on an upward curve and I don’t think that curve will become steeper since BIM was formally introduced to the industry’.

4.1 Configuration management
As the industry is progressing through an increasingly digitised world, all participants agreed there will progressively be more automation, computerisation and manufacture in construction. The problem currently faced, predominately by contractors, is configuration management. When large numbers of off-site construction components are ordered, the contractors are challenged to locate and identify potentially faulty parts within multiple large and complex construction sites. With BIM, and the technology surrounding it, they claim to be able to track in real time ‘which bunch went to which site and from then how many were installed and where’. Therefore, embedding this information in the BIM design gives contractors greater control over off-site construction units, increasing their confidence by reducing risk and so resulting in more adoption of off-site construction. Similarly, consultants claimed that BIM can be used as a site management tool ‘that is linked to the actual design of a complex environment with prefabricated units’.

4.2 Construction management, scheduling and planning
All contractors claimed that long ‘lead-in times’ are the greatest disadvantage of off-site construction and, if not managed correctly, choosing off-site construction could add costs to the project and thereby increase risk. To prevent significant delays in the construction phase ‘information needs to be accurate, finalised and ready long in advance’. Lead-in times can be managed more effectively within a BIM environment. Contractors claim that BIM enables them to have a better programme that includes the manufacturing process, the delivery and installations linked with the design. Consultants also underline the importance of early scheduling and planning, especially when considering logistics in complex urban construction sites. All participants agreed that the supply chain benefits from timely decision-making through early contractor involvement that is encouraged by BIM, independently of the contractual agreements. Opportunities for off-site construction can be identified and introduced as under a BIM working environment, due to this early decision-making process, ‘changes to the design can be made when they are less costly’, and ‘problems appear earlier’.

The software providers interviewed claimed that ‘BIM gives the opportunity for a continuum data sharing in a live design environment’ and see BIM as a trigger for leveraging the model throughout the process so that the design gets analysed, confirmed and used automatically by machinery to fabricate off-site construction components. Contractors and consultants partially agree that more reliable information would be provided to the off-site construction suppliers and fabricators and therefore less re-work would occur due to this ‘BIM-offsite link’. Contractors argued that a high level of design is necessary for manufactured components, making it clear that they ‘need to be sure that the components they order or prefabricate will fit and will be assembled as the design indicates’. With BIM they claim to be able to assemble the structure virtually, observing the process before it starts onsite. Overall, the participants thought that

- first, through a better quality of information, their current off-site construction use will be improved and will
consequently result in better quality off-site construction being produced

second, better communications, triggered by BIM, will identify more opportunities for such solutions.

4.3 Interface management and information data flow

BIM was seen by most participants as ‘a good platform to engage different sectors and improve business-to-business relations in order to explore and benefit from opportunities’. All contractors perceived BIM to promote collaboration in the earlier life of the project, which is necessary for off-site construction implementation (Gibb, 2001). Contractors are adamant that BIM will help establish relationships and then those relationships will help identify potential for off-site construction. They predict ‘more and more organisations joining to design and construct together’, therefore creating more sophisticated solutions through these combined processes. Consultants also thought that BIM encourages coordination of different parties and departments to understand ‘who is doing what, when’. Examples were discussed where ‘during design meetings using BIM 3D models, the dynamics of the communication changed and less time was spent describing problems and more time was spent trying to solve them’. The participants believe that working under a BIM environment was a way to be ‘exposed’ to areas where off-site construction could be ‘a better option’.

All participants considered the way information is currently communicated in the construction industry to be a big issue. There are ‘very abrupt handovers of information, usually in document form’, which need continuous checking. Minor mistakes in design or misprints could lead to an increase in cost and construction time, especially when using off-site construction, as there is little or no flexibility when the components arrive on site. Some participants thought there is insufficient checking in civil engineering. This is because ‘the disruption to the team when someone is taken off the process to check the drawing and documents is huge’. Consultants believe that BIM affects the integration of the design team, so it is important to have good information flow throughout the supply chain. BIM with a shared working platform might provide a shared space where every change is tracked and is visible by colleagues and by other teams. BS1192 (BSI, 2007) makes a distinction between someone’s private work, the shared work in progress and the published work. Within that ‘shared’ environment, automatic checking and peer review is viable, allowing issues to be identified in advance and discussed earlier in the process. This allows a continuous discussion and progression without abrupt information handovers and catastrophic ‘start–stop’ checking procedures. However, participants were unable to supply evidence of current projects working as described above. Some examples were discussed but little substantiation was provided.

4.4 Procurement and contract

Contractual agreements and procurement under a BIM environment is at the forefront of the government’s agenda. Many participants believed that ‘BIM should be a catalyst for changing the way the industry procures’. All participants thought that the current procurement methods hinder the development of off-site construction through BIM. Contractors thought that procurement mechanics can really affect the development of off-site construction and highlighted that ‘design and build contracts enable BIM driven off-site construction’. Consultants agree that early contractor involvement ‘can help to identify when off-site construction can be of value’ therefore appropriate contractual agreements will enable ‘earlier’ decisions, which is ‘the key’ to successful implementation. Consultants also believe there is a problem when models, drawings and other data are produced but circulated as ‘only for information, do not use’. All parties agree that producing data through BIM comes with a great responsibility, as mistakes are easily identified and traced. Consequently contracts need to include the required quality of information and state every party’s responsibility, accountability and liability facilitating more clarity; this would result in an increase in confidence that would encourage or ‘invite’ innovative off-site construction solutions. Reviewing the principles and assumptions of BIM (BuildingSMART, 2011), it only seems to work when fully within a collaborative contractual environment. Failure to acknowledge this limitation may adversely affect the successful implementation of BIM across the industry.

4.5 Object-oriented design: virtual objects, virtual libraries and assemblies

The software experts claimed that current BIM software is ‘not that great for assemblies’. Currently, existing software does not allow, practically and in any automated form, identification of opportunities for off-site construction more than ‘in the old document and drawing-based design’ and construction process. However, BIM has the potential to promote off-site construction by identifying repetition, which will enable greater cost-saving through mass customisation. BIM should ‘be more about information, productivity, re-usability and one input – many outputs but there should be more automation within the model to identify and promote areas for further cost reduction from economies to scale through off-site construction’. Examples were discussed from abroad (Singapore) where a decade ago, a system was introduced in which a BIM model could be checked against building regulations and planning permission automatically online. According to the UK government participant, the ‘technology alliance group’ is currently tasked by UK government to challenge the way software vendors allow ‘BIM libraries’ to be created or other ways of grouping components or systems. The real challenge is on the way the software will manage assemblies, what kind of assemblies may occur, what kind of components they may contain and how can they be shared’.
All ‘BIM authoring tools’ and ‘information transfer protocols’, such as construction operations building information exchange (COBie) and IFCs can be used to share assemblies, even though a series of problems occur that software developers and UK government task groups are trying to address. The UK government appreciates the potential for off-site construction and they are aware of its documented advantages, but they are not willing to ‘regulate or demand’ a specific software or technology to promote it, saying ‘the UK government, as a client, gave COBie to the supply chain and it is up to them to respond accordingly’. The challenges include the following situations.

- The type of functions or technology that will be used by the application to create and save off-site construction components as a library resource.
- ‘Once one has created these assemblies, how would the attributes and classifications work?’ The key issue is whether the assembly will override the content or vice versa: for example, could an assembly get scheduled without the content, or could the content get scheduled but not the assembly?
- Exporting and sharing assembly data in a BIM environment is considered by respondents to be an issue despite the implementation of COBie and IFCs. BS8541 (BSI, 2012) was created to assist in this ‘computerised data exchanging environment’ aiming to encourage manufactures of off-site construction components to recommend designs, fix costs and demonstrate the quality of their products through a ‘template’. Nevertheless, ‘manufacturers are wary of this process as the information required from them is not clear and intellectual property issues arise’. The ‘templates’ mentioned in BS8541 (BSI, 2012) were criticised as having ‘a lot of attributes but no values’.

Civil engineering contractors criticise the existing practices, claiming that most of the software and the processes accompanying them are mainly relevant for the building sector. They have experience of software that allows ‘partial grouping’ for the creation of assemblies of components. Some contractors are investigating the potential for BIM and off-site construction, aiming to create an internal four-dimensional installation manual. This ‘catalogue’ will contain lists of components including detailed costing, installation and material properties. The design staff will then be able to choose and order a component for manufacture. The tool will have the capability to ‘show how the structure will come together’. The contractor developing this ‘virtual design catalogue’ admits that very little is directed towards the civil engineering sector.

Consultants also agree that the ‘software right now focus primarily on onsite building work rather than off-site construction’. They claim that software is not appropriate for creating different prefabricated objects or elements with different materials and layers. When there is a need to create such objects they will use software and ‘export the models to the software used by the BIM platform’. Other consultants discussed additional issues with object libraries. If assemblies are used, on a project-to-project level, the definitions and the shared libraries have to be identified otherwise there are problems with definitions of elements and identifying quantities of elements or components.

Software providers admit that ‘the software is in a maturing stage’, but they claim to be working hard on preparing standards and facilities for custom component preparation to facilitate assemblies, parametric objects that represent building components. They understand that it is ‘an area that is evolving’ and they are finding it very difficult to standardise civil engineering components to segregate or subdivide the linear horizontal assets. Examples were discussed focusing on mature assembly systems (i.e. drainage) that have already been standardised, and software providers claim the modelling of such off-site construction systems can be much more efficient through any BIM technology.

4.6 Modelling: modelling capabilities, model quality and data richness

All participants claimed that BIM enables off-site construction because of the three-dimensional (3D) elements that allow greater visualisations. Nevertheless, increasingly, some contractors find that when models are received after the tender, the actual ‘BIM model’ has very little value in it. So ‘at times we have to re-model because the designer models in a way that does not reflect the way that the project will be built’. The model is vital for construction programming and therefore the designer has influence in that process and is the key for lead-in times when considering off-site construction construction. Once again contractors claim the problem lies with the procurement process and the contractual agreement. Contractors admit that ‘the contractor fraternity is still asking for 2D drawings’ and examples were discussed where consultants designed in 3D and were asked to ‘cut the drawing in 2D for the constructor to understand it’, which was deemed ‘counterproductive’ by both parties. Consultants argue that ‘the 2D mentality from the constructors’ side has to change’ and the contractors interviewed agreed with this statement.

An area of great debate is the way modelling or designing skills affect the identification of off-site construction in a BIM environment. Some contractors claim that there are examples of some designers who struggle ‘with the technology and at that point BIM becomes a hindrance not just to off-site construction but for the construction process itself’. Meanwhile, other contractors admit that the ‘tools’ have great capabilities and ‘are far beyond their current abilities to use them to their full
potential’, indicating a training skills gap. Most contractors felt
the ability of the ‘software operator’ to identify opportunities for
off-site construction is crucial and therefore ‘software operators’
in a BIM environment ‘have to be engineers rather than
technicians’. The contractors were insistent that as the ‘designer
plays a vital part in the construction process as they construct
the project virtually – therefore it is an engineer’s job’.

In contrast, consultants claim that there is no need for complex
training in order to operate the BIM software correctly. They
believe ‘inter-tier communications’ are crucial to ensure that
skilled technicians are using the correct information, library or
layer. Responding to the contractors’ view about designer BIM
capabilities, consultants believed engineers need only be aware
of the software’s capabilities and ‘operate it for everyday
tasks’, but nevertheless a ‘modelling champion’ that specialises
in the software will always be required to do complex aspects
of projects.

The software providers believe that the operator is responsible
for using the software correctly in order to be able to ‘identify
quantifications for off-site’. Some examples discussed included
the use of BIM to subdivide a design into components that will
significantly reduce logistic and installation problems due to
the size or height of the component.

5. Conclusion
Both BIM and off-site construction as concepts are not
fundamentally new, but terms referring to the ideas have
changed over the decades to reflect industry trends. During the
past few years a number of successful case studies on the use of
off-site construction within a BIM environment have been
published (Eastman et al., 2011). The majority of these are
focused on the building sector, with the USA leading BIM
implementation. Within the UK, early adopters such as the
Ministry of Justice are using BIM with off-site construction for
prison blocks and some ‘best practice’ examples are producing
promising results (MoJ, 2013).

Despite high expectations from the literature and some
practical success in the building sector, very limited application
of off-site construction through BIM is witnessed in civil
engineering. The participants in this research attempted to
identify evidentiary examples to prove that BIM enables,
promotes, increases or improves off-site construction, but
apart from some aspects of ‘key infrastructure projects’, no
evidence could be provided. The UK government provided
examples in which ‘projects started using BIM from RIBA-
Stage C (concept) phase and this was deemed fundamentally
flawed’. Therefore, based on this principle, some participants’
examples were disregarded as their ‘BIM’ elements were merely
3D visuals or the BIM implementation was encouraged not for
its efficiencies but for commercial reasons. When participants
were not able to provide evidence, they claimed that the
statements were going to materialise during BIM level 3.
Nevertheless, as the UK government confirmed during the
interview, currently BIM level 3 is yet to be clearly defined.

Off-site construction is a more ‘familiar’ concept to the civil
engineering sector than BIM, with precast concrete elements
and bridge construction or tunnelling often employing off-site
construction (Vernikos et al., 2012). However, throughout the
data collection process of the research summarised in this
paper there is a confusion of the terms ‘standardisation’ with
‘prefabrication’ and the term ‘off-site construction’ was not
clearly understood. Economies of scale are achievable through
standardising off-site construction elements and BIM may
influence the process drastically, yet the one does not
automatically lead to the other. ‘Standardisation is an aspect
of BIM, but a minor percentage of civil engineering works is
standardised’ as parametric and logistical flexibility is needed.
With consultants saying that ‘contractors don’t know what
they want’ and contractors claiming that consultants give them
‘empty models’ the confusion is not limited to off-site
construction terminology but also to BIM implementation.

After analysing the responses of 12 of the BIM and innovation
directors representing leading UK consultants, contractors,
software vendors and construction industry institutions, it is
evident that there is a clear belief that BIM will improve and
increase off-site construction construction in civil engineering.
Nevertheless, there is still very little proof that this is currently
the case. It appears from the findings presented here that BIM
does have the potential to improve the quality of existing off-
site construction methods and solutions, although investment
will be needed in training to get the best out of the complex
software. Once this is in place, it may raise industry confidence
and therefore it could indirectly increase the off-site construc-
tion usage overall.
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